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Abstract

Planetary nebulae (PNe), the ejected envelopes of red giant stars, pro-
vide us with a history of the last, mass-losing phases of 90% of stars
initially more massive than the Sun. Here, we analyse James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST) Early Release Observation (ERO) images of
the PN NGC 3132. A structured, extended H2 halo surrounding an
ionised central bubble is imprinted with spiral structures, likely shaped
by a low-mass companion orbiting the central star at ∼40–60 AU. The
images also reveal a mid-IR excess at the central star interpreted as a
dusty disk, indicative of an interaction with another, closer companion.
Including the previously known, A-type visual companion, the progeni-
tor of the NGC 3132 PN must have been at least a stellar quartet. The
JWST images allow us to generate a model of the illumination, ionisa-
tion and hydrodynamics of the molecular halo, demonstrating the power
of JWST to investigate complex stellar outflows. Further, new measure-
ments of the A-type visual companion allow us to derive the value for
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the mass of the progenitor of a central star to date with excellent pre-
cision: 2.86 ± 0.06M� . These results serve as pathfinders for future
JWST observations of PNe providing unique insight into fundamental
astrophysical processes including colliding winds, and binary star inter-
actions, with implications for supernovae and gravitational wave systems.

Keywords: stars: AGB and post-AGB, stars: evolution, ISM: jets and
outflows, ISM: molecules, planetary nebulae: individual: NGC 3132

Main

Introduction

Planetary nebulae (PNe) are the ejected envelopes of intermediate-mass (∼1–
8 M�) stars that have recently terminated their asymptotic giant branch
(AGB) stage of evolution. Moving outwards from the hot pre-white dwarf star
(T ∼ 105 K) that is the progeny of the AGB star, the structure of a canonical
quasi-spherical PN consists of a hot, sparse, wind-heated bubble (T ∼ 107K)
surrounded by a dense shell of displaced, ionised AGB gas (T ∼ 104 K), which
in turn may still be surrounded by “pristine,” cold (T ∼ 102 K), molecule-
and dust-rich AGB ejecta. On the other hand, if the progenitor star interacted
with a companion(s) during its post-main sequence evolution, we would expect
departures from spherical symmetry, perhaps including spiral structures and
arcs [e.g., 1–3], the presence of a dense, molecule-rich torus [e.g., 4], one or
more pairs of polar lobes formed by fast, collimated outflows and jets [e.g.,
5, 6], and/or a dusty, circumbinary disk [7]. The type of interaction depends
on the orbital radius, and ranges from common envelope evolution for close
binaries [8], to accretion disks and gravitational focussing of the wind for wider
systems [9–11], to displacement of the central star from the geometric centre
of the nebula for the widest systems [12].

The first Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images of PNe revealed a breath-
taking new world of details and far more complex structures than had been
gleaned from ground-based images [e.g., 13, 14]. The superb spatial resolu-
tion of HST, combined with high-resolution, kinematic mapping, enabled the
construction of detailed 3D, morpho-kinematic models, which, together with
hydrodynamic models [e.g., 15, 16], started to connect our understanding of the
evolution of the structures and kinematics of PNe with their possible binary
star origins [e.g., 17–19].

The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), with its superb sensitivity and
high spatial resolution from near- to mid-IR, is now poised to enable a leap
of similar magnitude in our understanding of PNe. This journey began when
JWST released near-IR and mid-IR images of just one PN, NGC 3132, as
part of its ERO program. NGC 3132 is a nearby (D ∼ 750 pc), molecule-rich
[20, 21], ring-like PN, long known to harbour a visual binary comprising the
central (progenitor) star and an A star companion. In this paper we show that
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the JWST ERO images contain multiple, new lines of evidence that NGC 3132
is the recent product of a hierarchical multiple progenitor stellar system, which
has experienced both indirect and direct interactions involving one or more
components. Such binary interactions have taken on new importance in the era
of gravitational wave detectors (LIGO [22], LISA [23]) and ambitious transient
surveys [24]. Indeed, PNe like NGC 3132 offer unique insight into the formation
pathways of the close, single and double degenerate binaries that are eventual
gravitational wave sources and (perhaps) type Ia supernova progenitors [25–
27].

Results

A flocculent molecular halo surrounding an ionised bubble

Figure 1 displays colour overlays of NIRCam and MIRI images of NGC 3132
that highlight JWST’s clean separation of the PN’s ionised (H ii) and molec-
ular (H2) regions. The full resulting JWST image suite, along with basic
information, is presented in Specification of JWST NIRCam and MIRI imag-
ing and Supplementary Figure 1. The images reveal, for the first time, the
extent and detailed structure of the halo of molecular gas that lies exterior to
the nebula’s central, ionised cavity and its bright and thin, peripheral ellip-
tical ring (cf. [28]). This molecular halo is well detected in rovibrational H2

emission at 2.12 µm (1–0 S(1)), 4.7 µm (0–0 S(9)), and 7.7 µm (0–0 S(5)) out
to 60 arcsec (∼0.22 pc at the adopted distance of 754 pc, see Properties and
distance of NGC 3132) from the central star. Spatially organised structures —
arcs and patterns of spikes emanating radially outward — are observed in the
halo H2 emission on medium to large scales, while molecular arcs, loops, and
knots are detected on size scales from ∼500 AU down to the limiting (∼75 AU
) resolution of the images. The typical thickness of the bright H2 rings that
surround the nebular core is ∼ 1− 2 arcsec (∼750-1500 AU), measured at 2.1,
4.7 and 7.7 µm.

Figure 1 conclusively demonstrates that the molecular gas is much clumpier
than the ionised gas component of NGC 3132 (see also Supplementary
Figure 3). In hydrogen recombination lines and [S iii] emission (Figure 1, top-
left), the nebula’s central ionised cavity (within ∼25 arcsec of the central star)
appears as a relatively smooth elliptical region that is bounded by a single,
sharped-edged ring; whereas in H2 (Figure 1, bottom-left), this same central
region appears as a far more complex system of clumpy filaments. The regions
in and around this bright, inner H2 ring system contain as many as 20 dense
clumps (knots) per square arcsec, implying the total number of H2 knots in this
region exceeds 104. The H2 knots in the outer (halo) region are less distinct
and further apart.

The presence of radially-directed spike features in the H2 halo indicates
that direct irradiation by UV photons, leaking through less dense gas between
the inner ring system’s H2 knots, are most likely responsible for the excitation
of the IR H2 lines in the extended halo, although shock excitation cannot be
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completely ruled out (see [29] and references therein). The relative lack of H2

halo emission to the East-Northeast and West-Southwest of the central star
then indicates a general lack of central star UV illumination, as opposed to lack
of halo molecular mass in those directions (see Discussion). Measurements of
the extinction of background nebulosity through representative knots suggests
typical knot densities of ∼ 106 cm−3 and masses of ∼ 10−5 M� (see Densities,
masses and excitation of the H2 knots), suggesting a total H2 mass of ∼0.1 M�
in the central ring region.

The system of (broken) concentric arcs revealed in the H2 halo by the
JWST images is similar to those observed in the extended, dusty envelopes
of many AGB stars, proto-PNe and PNe (e.g., [3, 30, 31]). A widely accepted
scenario to explain the formation of such arc systems is the modulation of an
AGB wind by a stellar or substellar companion, creating 3D spiral-like patterns
along the orbital plane [see 1, 32–35, and references therein]. The average
angular distance between the arc structures, 2 arcsec, implies an orbital period
of 290-480 years and an orbital separation of 40-60 AU between the central
star and the companion that shapes the mass loss. Here, we have assumed a
companion mass of 0.2 M�, the highest mass main-sequence star that could
hide in the present-day central star’s glare yet still form a visible arc system
(other parameters are an expansion velocity in the range 15-25 km s−1 [31]
and an assumed late-AGB central star mass of ∼0.8 M�; likely still 0.1-0.2 M�
larger than the post-AGB mass). The bright A2 V visual companion seen at
∼1300 AU projected separation from the central star cannot be responsible,
suggesting (at least) a triple system in a stable configuration.

The dusty central star

In the MIRI images obtained at wavelengths longer than 10 µm, the faint
central star appears as bright or brighter than its A2 V main sequence visual
companion [36]; see Figure 2. This infrared excess was undetectable in the mid-
infrared at lower spatial resolution (e.g., in WISE images [37]) because of the
surrounding bright nebulosity. The JWST-discovered IR excess indicates that
a considerable amount of warm dust is present around the ultra-hot (∼110 kK)
PN central star. The thermal infrared source appears marginally extended in
the 11.3 and 12.8 µm MIRI images with an apparent size of ∼300 AU (FWHM)
at 12.8 µm (see PSF measurements of the central star).

The bottom panel of Figure 2 displays the central star’s near-IR to mid-IR
spectral energy distribution fitted by a combination of a hot stellar photosphere
represented by a blackbody curve and two curves to fit the infrared data points.
The two curves are generated with a model that follows closely that of [38] for
the Helix nebula. A number of 100 µm grains are taken as blackbody spheres
with temperatures set by absorption and re-emittance of the stellar luminosity
(200 L�; a correction factor is then applied to simulate a grain size distribution
between 60 and 1000 µm, as done by [38]). The temperature varies as d0.5,
where d is the distance to the star. The surface density of the disk is taken as
constant. The resulting blackbody radiation is calculated at each radius, and
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the emission is summed over all radii. A better model will require radiative
transfer, actual dust emissivities, a range of grains sizes, and for the silicate
feature, the inclination of the disk. This will be explored in a future paper.

The best-fit model disk has an inner radius of 55 AU and outer radius
140 AU, and a dust mass of 3 × 1026 g or 2 × 10−7 M� (approximately 0.05
Earth masses). The dust temperature range (inner to outer radius) is 130 to
80 K. The outer radius of 140 AU, though poorly constrained, is consistent
with the deconvolved half-width of the marginally extended mid-IR source.
These dimensions resemble those inferred for the disk orbiting the central star
of the Helix (35–150 AU; [38]), but the dust mass is somewhat smaller (cfr.
0.13 earth masses). The outer radius could be slightly larger, if the 18 µm flux
is underestimated because of detector saturation. An additional inner, hotter
disk — with radius between 3 and 8 AU, a temperature between 550 to 335 K
(inside to outside) and a very small mass of 2 × 1022 g (approximately 0.02
times the mass of Ceres) — is needed to fit the 3.5 and 7 µm fluxes. While this
model does not constrain the geometry of the distribution to be that of a disk,
the reasoning behind a disk structure is based on a physical reasoning whereby
only a rotating Keplerian disk can be shown to be stable and relatively long-
lived, while other structures, such as shells, are easily shown to be unstable
[39].

The A2 V companion is slightly evolved [36] and has a mass of MA2V =
2.40 ± 0.15 M�, using the PARSEC isochrones. Its visual companion, the
PN central star, must have descended from a more massive star, as it has
evolved faster. Extrapolating the same PARSEC isochrone gives an initial
main sequence mass for the central star of Mi = 2.86±0.06 M�. This is poten-
tially the most precise initial mass for any PN central star or white dwarf yet
determined. We estimate the error to be 0.16 M� if we add systematic effects
between different isochrone models (see Central star system’s masses).

The current (near-final) mass of a PN central star descended from such a
∼2.9 M� progenitor is predicted to be Mf ∼ 0.66 ± 0.05 M� based on initial-
final mass relations [40], albeit with larger systematic uncertainties that are
dependent on details of the mass loss process adopted by the models. It is
noteworthy that photoionisation models of the nebula require a cooler, dimmer
and overall less massive central star (0.58±0.03 M�) than what we have found.

We find that we can reconcile the mass of the star today and that of the
photoionisation model, while also matching the nebular abundances and the
nebular age, if we assume that the AGB evolution of a 2.86 M� star, was
interrupted by a binary interaction that ejected the envelope. We conjecture
that the AGB evolution was interrupted at a core mass of 0.61 M�, because
for larger values, the C/O ratio of the stellar envelope gas would increase
above unity (counter to the observation of crystalline silicate grains). At larger
masses the N/O ratio would also increase above the observed value of 0.42.
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Discussion

The first striking discovery of JWST is the presence of the dusty disk around
the ultra-hot central star. This indicates that JWST can accurately detect
dusty disks lighter than Ceres, as far as ∼700 pc away. For our PN, the presence
of such a disk orbiting the PN central star favours a close binary interaction,
where the companion either merged with the primary star, or is still in orbit
but is undetected (mass < 0.2 M�; based on an unresolved or barely resolved,
equal-brightness companion); in either case, the companion has donated a sub-
stantial fraction of its angular momentum to the gas [41, 42]. Observationally,
such disks around PN central stars, though rare, appear to be by and large
associated with known or strongly suspected binarity [39] and may be related
to circumbinary disks detected around other classes of post-AGB binary stars
[43].

An interacting binary scenario is reinforced by the shape of the ionised cav-
ity, which represents the inner, most recent mass-loss phase, when the already
hot central star emitted a fast, tenuous wind. Pairing the JWST images with
spatially resolved spectroscopy we constructed a 3D visualisation of this cav-
ity (see Morpho-kinematic modelling in Supplementary Material). In Figure 3
we show that this inner cavity is inferred to be an expanding prolate ellipsoid
with its long axis tilted at approximately 30 deg to the line of sight. Its surface
is not smooth and presents instead a number of protuberances, most of which
can be paired via axes passing through, or very near the central star. Prolate
cavities such as these, with misaligned structures, are common in PN and are
likely sculpted by jets from interacting binaries in the earlier, pre-PN phase of
the nebula [44], with additional details added during the interaction between
the AGB wind and post-AGB fast wind and via the process of PN ionisation.

The numerous protuberances clearly evident in the 3D reconstruction could
arise from ionised gas breaking out of the inner cavity through an uneven outer
shell. The apparent pairing between these protuberances may argue instead
for the presence of intermittent and toppling jets [45]. To generate jets over
such a wide range of axes, an interacting binary is not enough, and one would
have to conjecture that the central star is or was a member of not just a close
binary, but of an interacting triple system [46]. Recent studies of interactions
in triple systems [47, 48] also argue for the possibility of interactions yielding
complex ejecta.

Outside the ionised ellipsoid, one encounters material ejected earlier in
the star’s history. The AGB mass loss, at rates of up to ∼10−5 M�yr−1 and
speeds of ∼10 km s−1 over a ∼105 yr timescale [49], generates an enormous,
expanding envelope of molecular gas and dust. The H2 halo imaged by JWST
constitutes the most recently ejected (inner) region of this AGB envelope. The
spikes observed in the halo (Figure 1, right panel) show that the inner cavity
is very porous, though less so near the minor axis where the cavity edges are
brightest, densest, and least fractured.

The JWST images motivated 2D hydrodynamic simulations to replicate
these flocculent structures. In Figure 4 we see two time snapshots towards the
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end of a simulation where an inner, faster wind from the heating central star
and its ionising radiation, plough into the dense AGB (halo) material (see
Methods, Section 66). The fragmentation that happens at the interface of the
swept-up material also creates the variable opacity needed to shield some of
the wind material from ionising radiation, which then quickly recombines and
allows the formation of molecules. Non ionising radiation leaks more readily
because the opacity above 913 Å is lower. These photons produce florescence
of H2.

In Figure 4 we see two time snapshots towards the end of the simulation.
In the first panel we see a set of approximately radial spikes, but 200 years
later those straight and thin spikes evolve to thicker and sometimes curved
ones. In the right column of Figure 4 two different parts of the nebula exhibit
thinner and straighter spikes (top-right panel) or thicker, bent ones (bottom-
right panel). Although the entire nebula was ejected and ionized over a short
time interval, there can be a delay in the evolution of a given spike in a specific
part of the nebula, related to the local opacity in the swept-up shell. Figure 4
suggests that differences of only ∼ 200 years in the timescales of mass ejection
and/or the progress of illumination along specific directions can explain the
marked differences observed in the flocculent structure around the nebula.

The successful modelling of illumination percolating unevenly into the
molecular halo (Figure 4) motivated a further geometric model of the halo,
presented in Figure 5. This Figure compares the extended H2 structures as
imaged by JWST with a model consisting of two thick, concentric, unbroken
but clumpy, shells of material that are illuminated by the central star through
a porous ellipsoid representing the boundary of the ionised cavity, with reduced
opacity in the polar regions. As a result of the uneven illumination the dis-
tribution of H2 material appears fragmented and is generally brighter toward
the polar regions (and suppressed along the equatorial plane) of the central
ellipsoidal, ionised region. The distribution seen in the JWST H2 images could
be reproduced more closely by altering the opacity of the inner ellipsoid. Fly-
though movies of the 3D reconstructions of both the inner ellipsoid (Figures 3)
and the outer H2 halo (Figure 5) can be found following the links.

The arches in the JWST images, are not smeared as is typical of those
seen in projection [e.g., 50], but are instead sharp. This possibly indicates that
these arches are on or near the plane of the sky, indicating that the orbit
of the companion at ∼40-60 AU is closely aligned to the waist of the inner
ellipsoid. This companion cannot partake in the formation of the disk around
the central star, though it may play a secondary role in the shaping of other
PN structures. It is also unlikely to have launched strong jets because at such
distance the accretion rate would be very low. As such, this would be an
additional companion to the inner binary (or triple), making it a tertiary (or
quaternary) companion.

The visual A-type companion would then be a fourth (fifth) member of
the group, an almost complete bystander from the point of view of interac-
tion and shaping, but critically important for this study: Its well measured
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mass, and slight evolved status, constrained the initial mass of the central star:
(2.86±0.06) M�.

To reconstruct the events that lead to the demise of the progenitor of
NGC3132, the PN acts like a murder scene. The A-type companion, could not
have partaken to the interaction that unravelled the AGB star, but was (and
is) certainly present. A second companion at 40-60AU left an indelible trail
of its presence in the form of arcs, but was not close enough to generate the
dusty disk, nor shape the ionised cavity, implying that there must have been
at least another accomplice. This points the finger at a close-by companion,
that is either avoiding detection, or has perished in the interaction (merged).
If the numerous protuberances seen in the ionised cavity come in pairs, then
tumbling jet axes would be needed and this would point the finger to the
presence of a second, close companion [47, 48], which would make the system
a quintet. Even ignoring the putative second, close companion, we can state
with good degree of certainty that the system is at least a quartet. Systems of
four or five stars orbiting within a few ×1000 AU are not impossibly rare for
primary stars in the progenitor mass range of interest here [e.g., HD 104237;
51]; indeed, present estimates indicate that 50% or more of stars of 2-3 M�
are in multiple systems, and of order 2% of A-type stars have four companions
[52].

JWST is at the starting gate of its promise as an astrophysical pathfinder.
With complementary radio, interferometric and time resolved observations, it
can find the temporal signatures of active convective mass ejection from the
surfaces of AGB stars and the subsequent gravitational influence of companion
stars in dynamically- and thermally-complex outflows. Thus JWST offers the
potential to intimately connect the histories of PNe and the role of close stel-
lar companions to studies of chemical evolution, nebular shaping and binary
interactions for the next century.

Methods

Properties and distance of NGC 3132

The inner, ionised cavity of NGC 3132 is elliptical in shape, with a major
axis of ∼40 arcsec (0.15 pc) and an electron density of n ∼ 103 cm−3. The
ionization structure and abundances were the subject of a recent study by [53].
The nebula is also known to be molecule-rich [20]; it is among the brightest
PNe in near-IR H2 emission [21, 54].

A bright A2 V star is found near the centre of the PN, but is too cool to be
the ionizing star; the actual PN progenitor is much fainter and is located ∼1.7
arcsec to the South-West of the A star [55, 56]. The A2 V star has the same
radial velocity and extinction as the PN, and its proper motion (µα = −7.747
mas/yr σµα

= 0.026; and µδ = −0.125 mas/yr σµδ
= 0.031) agrees with that

of the central star (µα = −7.677 mas/yr σµα
= 0.235; and µδ = 0.197 mas/yr

σµδ
= 0.275), demonstrating that the PN progenitor and A-type companion

constitute a comoving visual binary. The distance to NGC 3132 is obtained
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from Gaia DR3 measurements of this visual binary. No Gaia DR3 radial veloc-
ity is available for the optically faint central star (the PN progenitor). However,
the brighter (A-type) visual companion and the PN have the same radial veloc-
ity: (−11.4 ± 1.6) km s−1 for the A star from Gaia, and (−10 ± 3) km s−1 for
the PN from [57]. The A star and PN central star also have compatible Gaia
DR3 proper motions (within 1.5σ).

The brighter, A-type star has a Gaia DR3 geometric distance (median of
geometric distance posterior) of 754 pc, with lower and upper 1σ-like confi-
dence intervals (16th and 87th percentiles of the posterior) of 18 pc and 15 pc
respectively [58]. The fainter central star has a Gaia DR3 geometric distance
of 2124.7 pc, with lower and upper 1σ-like bars of 559.1 pc, and 1464.5 pc. The
quality flags of the astrometric solution for this star are not optimal, most likely
due to the vicinity of the much brighter A-star; in particular, the goodness-
of-fit along the scan is 16.9, while it should be close to unity. We therefore
adopt the Gaia DR3 distance to the central star’s visual A-type companion,
754+15

−18 pc, as the distance to the PN.

Densities, masses and excitation of the H2 knots

The clumpiness of NGC 3132 in H2 emission links this nebula to other
molecule-rich PNe, such as the Helix Nebula (NGC 7293, [59–62]), Ring Neb-
ula (NGC 6720, [63]), and the hourglass-shaped (bipolar) nebula NGC 2346
[64], in which the molecular emission seems to be associated with dense knots
that are embedded in or surround the ionised gas. The origin of such H2 knots
in PNe — as overdensities in the former AGB wind, vs. formation in situ
following recombination of H, as the central star enters the cooling track —
remains an open question [65]. In contrast to the Helix Nebula, there is little
evidence for cometary tails emanating from the knots in the inner regions of
NGC 3132. However, NGC 3132’s system of approximately radially-directed
H2 spikes external to the main H2-bright ring system has close analogues in,
e.g., the Ring and Dumbbell Nebulae [21, 63].

Some H2 knots in NGC 3132 are seen in absorption against the bright back-
ground nebular emission. This extinction is apparent not only in optical (HST)
images but also, surprisingly, even in the JWST NIRCam near-infrared images
(see Supplementary Figure 4). We measured the extinction at 1.87 µm for two
knots seen in absorption against the (Paα) nebula background: the largest knot
on the west side (coordinates 10:07:00.4, −40:26:08.8), and one of the dark-
est on the east side (10:07:02.5, −40:26:00.3). The diameters of these knots
are ∼0.36 arcsec and ∼0.15 arcsec, while their extinction is ∼0.57 mag and
∼0.25 mag (at 1.87 µm), respectively; using the dust extinction law A(λ)/A(V )
from [66], the corresponding values of A(V ) are 3.9 and 1.7 mag assuming
RV = 3.1. We then estimate the hydrogen column densities N(H) from these
extinction measurements, and convert to the hydrogen density n(H) of the knot
by assuming that the knot diameters are roughly equivalent to their depths
along the line of sight. Using the conversion between A(V ) and N(H) from [67],
where H is the combination of H0, H+ and H2, the estimated column densities
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are N(H) = 7.3×1021 cm−2 and N(H) = 3.2×1021 cm−2, respectively. For the
adopted distance of 754 pc, the estimated densities are n(H) ∼ 2 × 106 cm−3

for both knots. These densities suggest knot masses of 10−5 M�, similar to the
typical knot (“globule”) masses found in the Helix Nebula [68].

The critical density of excitation of the 2.12 µm H2 1–0 S(1) line at a kinetic
temperature of 2000 K is 9×105 cm−3 [69], if the collision partner is H. The
critical density is higher for the 1–0 S(1) line than for the 0–0 S(9) 4.69 µm
H2 line [6×104 cm−3; 69, 70]. Hence, the excitation of H2 should be nearly
thermal if the gas temperature is sufficiently high, with the caveat that both
critical densities are higher if the primary collision partner is H2 rather than H.

PSF measurements of the central star

To ascertain whether the mid-IR source associated with the PN central star is
extended, we measured the JWST instrumental point spread function (PSF),
using Gaussian fitting of field stars. We measured Gaussian FWHMs of 0.29,
0.40, 0.44 and 0.58 arcsec at 7.7, 11.3, 12.8 and 18 µm, respectively. We also
measured two compact, slightly resolved galaxies in the field.

We then repeated the procedure for the central star. No fit was possible at
18 µm, due to saturation (see Supplementary Figure 5). At 7.7 µm the central
star is on the edge of the diffraction spike of the A star, and only an upper limit
on FWHM could be obtained. However, measurements of the PN central star
image in the 11.3 and 12.8 µm filters gave consistent results, with measured
FWHMs of 0.55 and 0.60 arcsec, significantly larger than the respective PSFs
and comparable to the two field galaxies. Gaussian deconvolution using the
PSF yields deconvolved FWHM values for the central star of ≤ 0.3 (≤ 230 AU)
at 7 µm, and 0.4 arcsec (300 AU) at 11.3 and 12.8 µm. The extent of the central
star at 18 µm is & 0.9 arcsec in diameter (see Supplemenraty Figures 5 and 7).

Central star system’s masses

We determined the mass of the A-star companion using version 1.2 of the
PARSEC isochrones [71] for solar metallicity, taken as Z = 0.0152. We used
Mbol,0 = (0.34 ± 0.25) mag and the GAIA DR3 spectroscopic temperature
Teff = (9200± 200) K, where the errors are conservative. The star is confirmed
to be beginning to turn off the main sequence, in a phase where the luminosity
of (57 ± 15) L� increases by 0.1% per Myr and the temperature decreases
by 7 K per Myr (see Supplementary Figure 6). The isochrones yield an age
of (5.3 ± 0.3) × 108 yr and a mass of MA2V = (2.40 ± 0.15) M�. The central
star of the PN is evolving on the same isochrone, but from a more massive
star as it has evolved further. We use the same isochrones to determine the
initial mass of a star on the thermal-pulsing AGB, the phase where the central
star ejected the envelope. This gives an initial mass for the central star of
Mi = (2.86±0.06) M�. We have carried out the same isochrone fitting using an
alternative stellar evolutionary model (the DARTMOUTH code; [72]). Both
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the A2V star mass and the mass of the progenitor of the central star decrease
by 0.15 M�.

The final, CS, mass for such a star is 0.66 M�. However, we have shown that
such a star would show a high C/O∼2, while the presence of silicate features
in the Spitzer spectrum indicate that C/O.1. To reconcile the mass and the
abundances we conjecture that the evolution was interrupted by the binary
interaction that formed the disk, when the core mass was 0.61 M�. With such
a mass the evolutionary time to the current position on the HR diagram is
in better agreement with the age of the nebula. This mass is also in better
agreement with that derived from the photoionisation model (0.58±0.03) M�.

Photoionisation modelling

The stratified ionisation and excitation structure of NGC 3132 is evident in
Fig. 1, wherein the bright rim of ionized gas, as traced by [S iii] and Brα
emission, lies nestled inside the peak H2 emission. However, significant ionised
hydrogen and high-excitation plasma — traced by [Ne ii] and [S iii] emission
in the MIRI F1280W and F1800W filter images, respectively — is observed
beyond the bright inner, elliptical ring.

We constructed a three-dimensional photoionisation model using the code
Mocassin [73]. To constrain the model we used the Multi Unit Spectroscopic
Explorer (MUSE) emission line maps and absolute Hβ flux of [74], the optical
integrated line fluxes from [75], the IR line fluxes from [76], as well as the
velocity-position data obtained from the high-resolution scanning Fabry-Perot
interferometer, SAM-FP, mounted on the SOAR telescope adaptive module.
The observations were taken under photometric conditions. The seeing during
the observations was 0.7 arcsec for the [N ii] observations to 0.9 arcsec for the
Hα one. The FWHM of a Ne calibration lamp lines was 0.586 Å or 26.8 km s−1,
which corresponds to a spectral resolution of about 11 200 at Hα.

We determined the density structure by fitting the emission line maps to
the SAM-FP images of [N ii] λ6584 and Hα, using a distance of 754 kpc.
The model adopts as free parameters the temperature and luminosity of the
ionising source, and the elemental abundance of the gas component (assumed
constant throughout the nebula); we assumed that no dust is mixed in the gas.
For the ionising source we use the NLTE model atmospheres of central stars
of planetary nebulae from [77].

We find that a model invoking an unobscured central star with effective
temperature Teff = 110 kK and luminosity L = 200 L� well matches the
observational data. However, we find that the present-day central star mass
implied by the comparison, between these stellar parameters and the evolution-
ary tracks of [40] (0.58±0.03 M�) is inconsistent with the (large) initial mass
inferred from consideration of the presence of the comoving, wide-separation
A-type companion (0.66 M�; see Central star system’s masses). Furthermore,
the tracks of [40] indicate that, for this mass, we would have a post-AGB age
of 20 000 yrs, whereas the position-velocity data from the SAM-FP instrument
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yield an expansion velocity of 25-35 km s−1 implying a much shorter and
inconsistent nebular dynamical age in the range 2200–5700 yrs.

The C/O and N/O abundances of the nebula, as well as the crystalline sil-
icate nature of the dust in the PN, indicate that this object has not undergone
hot bottom burning and that it has not undergone sufficient dredge up to have
increased the C/O ratio above unity. By the time the 2.86-M� star reaches the
tip of the AGB its C/O ratio is approximately 2. It therefore seems that the
mass implied by the initial-to-final mass relation using a main sequence mass
of 2.86 M�, is too high. We have two ways to resolve this inconsistency (which
may both be operating). The central star is shielded by dust in the circum-
stellar disk making it appear, to the PN, as a cooler star, and/or the central
star mass is actually smaller than 0.66 M�, because the AGB evolution was
interrupted by a binary interaction.

If the stellar ascent of the AGB was interrupted, we can determine the
upper limit for a mass that would produce a nebula with C/O . 1 and
N/O∼0.4. This is 0.61 M�. The time for a star of this mass to move from the
AGB to the location on the HR diagram with an approximate temperature and
luminosity (110kK, 200 L�) as measured above is ∼10 000 yrs. The time-scale
of the transition from AGB to post-AGB and PN is tightly connected with
the rate at which the envelope is consumed: the results obtained are there-
fore sensitive to the mass-loss description. The time of 10 000 yr, is based on
the classic mass loss rates dictated by Reimers or Blocker [78]. This estimate
must be considered as an upper limit of the duration of this phase; indeed the
recent works on the AGB to post-AGB transition by [79] and [80] showed that
to reproduce the infrared excess of post-AGB stars in the Galaxy and in the
Magellanic Clouds one has to invoke significantly higher mass-loss rates than
those based on the aforementioned formulations, something that would reduce
the time-scales by a factor of ∼5. The timescale of 10 000 yrs is therefore easily
reconciled with the observed timescale of 2200-5700 yrs implied by the nebula.

Hydrodynamic modelling

The hydrodynamic simulation used to interpret the fragmentation and
radial spikes is a 2-dimensional hydrodynamic simulation using the magneto-
hydrodynamic code ZEUS-3D. The computational grid is in spherical coordi-
nates and consists of 800 × 800 equidistant zones in r and θ respectively, with
an angular extent of 90◦. The wind and UV luminosity inputs correspond to a
stellar post-AGB model with 0.677 M� which evolves from an initial 2.5 M�
main sequence star [81].

At simulation time 0 yr the star has Teff = 10 000 K and the AGB wind
(v = 10 km s−1, Ṁ = 10−6 M� yr−1) has a homogeneous distribution outside
of the pre-PN. The pre-PN has had 1000 yr of evolution prior to this moment,
during which time a wide magnetic jet operated with a velocity v = 230 km s−1,
and a mass-loss rate Ṁ = 1.3 × 10−7 M� yr−1; this simulation is taken from
Model C6 in [82]. At this time the star starts emitting a fast tenuous wind
with a velocity v from 240 to 14 000 km s−1 and a mass-loss rate, Ṁ ranging
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from 1.06 × 10−7 to 1.13 × 10−10 M� yr−1 over 4000 yrs that sweeps up the
AGB wind material. At the same time (0 yr) the ionisation front propagates
into the medium.

Data availability

HST data are available at HST Legacy Archive (https://hla.stsci.edu).
JWST data were obtained from the Mikulski Archive for Space Tele-
scopes at the Space Telescope Science Institute (https://archive.stsci.edu/).
MUSE data were collected at the European Organisation for Astronomi-
cal Research in the Southern Hemisphere, Chile (ESO Programme 60.A-
9100), presented by Monreal-Ibero et al. (2020) are available at the ESO
Archive (http://archive.eso.org). San Pedro de Martir data is available at
http://kincatpn.astrosen.unam.mx.

Code availability

The code MOCASSIN is available at the following URL:
https://mocassin.nebulousresearch.org/. ZEUS3-D is available at the Labora-
tory for Computational Astrophysics [83]). The compiled version of Shape is
available at http://www.astrosen.unam.mx/shape.
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Figures

Fig. 1 JWST images of the PN NGC 3132. Left column, top and bottom: color overlays
of JWST NIRCam and MIRI images that cleanly distinguish between the PN’s ionized
gas (i.e., H ii region; top panel) and molecular gas (as seen in H2; bottom panel). Note
the sharp contrast between the relatively smooth appearance of the H ii region and the
flocculent structure of the H2 ring system and extended H2 halo. These images are presented
with square-root and log intensity stretches, respectively, from the background sky to peak
intensity levels in each image. Right image: a grey-scale, single filter (F470N), zoomed-in
NIRCam image that more readily displays details of the flocculent H2 halo. North is towards
the top, East is towards the left.
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Fig. 2 The dusty central star of the PN NGC 3132. JWST NIRCam F187N (top left)
and MIRI F1280W (top right) images of the central region of NGC 3132. The JWST MIRI
images reveal the detection of a mid-IR excess at the nebula’s true (hot, compact) central
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mid-IR spectral energy distribution of the central star of NGC 3132 overlaid with a model
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Fig. 3 Morpho-kinematic reconstruction of the ionised cavity of PN NGC 3132. Emission
in the [N ii] line as seen from Earth (left image; North is towards the top and East is
towards the left), a view from the East, which we call East-West view (middle image), and
a view from the North which we call North-South view (right image). The colour-coding is
for Doppler-shift as seen from Earth, with blue for material approaching the observer, red
for receding gas and green for no velocity along the observer’s line of sight. We note the
prominent green (zero Doppler shift) belt in the middle image, and the filament that wraps
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Supplementary Material

Specifications of JWST NIRCam and MIRI imaging

As part of its ERO program [1], JWST obtained ten images of NGC 3132: six
individual NIRCam images, through filters F090W, F187N, F212N, F356W,
F444W, and F470N, and four MIRI images, through filters F770W, F1130W,
F1280W, F1800W (Supplementary Figure 1). Basic information about these
NIRCam and MIRI filters is presented in Supplementary Table 1. The native
NIRCam field of view is 2.2×2.2 arcmin, with a pixel scale of 0.031 arcsec/pixel
in the range 0.6–2.3 µm and 0.063 arcsec/pixel in the range 2.4–5.0 µm;
the native MIRI field of view is 1.7 × 1.3 arcmin with a pixel scale of
0.11 arcsec/pixel in the range 5-27 µm. The NIRCam instrument provides
Nyquist-sampled imaging at 2 (short wavelength channel) and 4 (long wave-
length channel) microns with a PSF FWHM of ∼2 pixels in both cases. The
MIRI instrument in imaging mode, on the other hand, provides a FWHM of
0.22 arcsec (PSF FWHM of 2 pixels) for wavelengths ≥6.25 µm [2]. The NIR-
Cam imaging of NGC 3132 used 8 dither points with an offset of approximately
6 arcsec, while MIRI imaging used a 1 × 2 tile mosaic with 8 dither points.
The final NIRCam and MIRI images cover areas of approximately 150 × 150
arcsec2 and 150 ×130 arcsec2, respectively.

Images were downloaded from the MAST archive (calibration
CRDS VER11.16.3) and are neither continuum subtracted (free-free emis-
sion is included) nor background subtracted; the background regions of the
MIRI images display significant flux that is thermal emission from the (cold)
telescope and sunshade. In addition, although specific lines are targeted by
specific narrow-band filters, additional (albeit weaker) lines may be present
in some bandpasses (e.g., the F187N bandpass, which is dominated by Paα,
is contaminated by He I lines). In order to determine the emission features
present in each band, we have generated a simple model to predict the IR
spectrum of the nebula, and compared it to previously published Spitzer
observations, see Supplementary Figure 2, alongside the JWST bandpasses.
Here we see, for example, that the MIRI F770W image is likely contaminated
with H i and [Ar ii] in certain regions. Spitzer spectroscopy indicates no sign
of PAHs at 6.2, 7.7 and 8.6 µm and only a very weak 11.3 µm feature as
well as cristalline silicates [3, 4]. This is usually associated to the presence of
neutral PAHs [5]. As a result we have not included PAH emission contribution
at 7.7 µm. On the other hand, Spitzer spectra do not cover the region below
5 µm so we have indicated that there could be a weak 3.3 µm feature.

In Supplementary Figure 3 we select three regions of the nebula observed
through the NIRCam filter F212N, which we present, enlarged, in Supple-
mentary Figure 4. The latter Figure presents image sequences consisting of
archival HST images and the new JWST (ERO) images. These sequences illus-
trate the contrast between the smoothness of the emission from ionised gas
vs. the clumpiness of H2 emission, as well as the correspondence between dust
extinction (most evident in the HST images) and the H2 filaments and knots.
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Supplementary Table 1 List of JWST filters used in this work
and expected emission in the corresponding band.

Filter name λ11 λ21 Emission features Date2 Texp2

(µm) (µm) within bandpass (sec)
NIRCam

F090W 0.795 1.005 [S iii] 9069,9562 Å 2022-06-03 5841
F187N 1.863 1.884 H i Paα 2022-06-03 9277
F212N 2.109 2.134 H2 (1,0) S(1) 2022-06-03 9277
F356W 3.140 3.980 H2; Dust; PAHs? 2022-06-03 1460
F405N3 4.028 4.074 H i Brα
F470N3 4.683 4.733 H2 (0,0) S(9)
F444W 3.880 4.986 H i Brα; H2; Dust? 2022-06-03 2319×2

MIRI
F770W 6.6 8.8 H2 (0,0) S(5) 2022-06-12 2708
F1130W 10.95 11.65 PAHs 2022-06-12 2708
F1280W 11.6 14.0 [Ne ii] 12.8µm; 2022-06-12 2708

H2 (0,0) S(2)
F1800W 16.5 19.5 Warm dust; 2022-06-12 2708

[S iii] 18.6µm

1λ1, λ2: wavelengths at which the bandpass transmission is 50% of
the peak transmission.
2Observing date and exposure time.
3Pupil wheel filter; used in combination with F444W.

Central star magnitudes

JWST has detected the central visual binary from F090W to F1800W (Sup-
plementary Figure 5). At near-infrared wavelengths, the central star is faint
and on the edge of the diffraction spikes from the nearby A-type star. From
7.7µm longward, the central star is observed to increase in brightness, and at
18 µm it exceeds the flux from the A-type star.

We obtained optical magnitudes of the central star from the Hubble Source
Catalogue version 3 [6]. The F438W , F555W and F814W Wide Field Cam-
era 3 magnitudes in the AB system were converted to Jy. The calibrated 2D
resampled NIRCam and MIRI observations available as i2d pipeline products
were used to perform aperture photometry of the central star using the pho-
tutils package [7]. A circular aperture was centered on the central star with
radii corresponding to the 80% encircled energy radius tabulated in the rele-
vant aperture correction tables, sufficient to include the majority of the central
star flux. The tables JWST nircam apcorr 0004 and JWST miri apcorr 0008
were sourced from the JWST Calibration Reference Data System. Aperture
photometry of the central source was performed with the error extension of
the image included. Three circular sky apertures of the same radius were
selected nearby the central star to best sample the challenging background.
The background includes artefacts from the diffraction pattern of the A-type
star nearby (more prominent in the NIRCam images) and the structured neb-
ular background from NGC 3132. In the F090W , F212N , F405N and F470N
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Supplementary Figure 1 JWST NIRCam and MIRI images of NGC 3132. North up and
East is to the left. Colour bars indicate surface brightness in log(MJy ster−1).

filters the dominant background and/or intrinsic faintness of the central star
precluded any meaningful fluxes from being measured.

The sky background was estimated as the average of the median counts
in each sky aperture, where the median was calculated using sigma clipping
with σ = 3. The sky background was scaled to the aperture area A of the
central star aperture before it was subtracted from the aperture sum. The flux
of the central star was calculated as the sky subtracted aperture sum scaled
by the MJy/sr to µJy conversion factor and the aperture correction sourced
from the aperture correction tables. The uncertainty in the flux was estimated
as

√
σp + 2σsky where σp is the photutils aperture sum err and σsky is Aσ2

b ,
where σb is the average of the standard deviation of counts in each sky aperture.
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Supplementary Figure 2 Simulated IR spectrum of NGC 3132, overlaid with the JWST
filters to demonstrate bandpass contamination. Top panel: the simulated spectrum of
NGC 3132 between 0.8 and 5.2 µm (blue line) with, overlaid the JWST bandpasses (labelled
coloured shapes). Bottom panel: the simulated spectrum of NGC 3132 between 5 and 20 µm
(blue line) with, overlaid the JWST bandpasses (labelled coloured shapes).
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Supplementary Figure 3 JWST/NIRCam F212N image of NGC 3132. White squares
indicate positions and sizes of “blowup” regions highlighted in Figure 4.
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HST F502N HST F658N NIRCam F187N NIRCam F212N NIRCam F405N MIRI F1130W

1"/753 AU

1"/753 AU

1"/753 AU

Supplementary Figure 4 The enlarged images of knots in three representative regions,
indicated by white boxes in Figure 3: the West side of the ring (top row), near the centre
of the ring (middle row) and the East side of the ring (bottom row). Filament structures
stand out in the NIRCam F212N images. A few filaments are dusty, as clearly seen in the
HST optical images (first two columns), but also in the NIRCam F187N and F405N images
(third and fifth columns).

However, due to the complex sky background, these uncertainties are likely
underestimates of the true uncertainty, which we estimate to be 5–10% of the
flux.

Supplementary Table 2 gives the measured and dereddened fluxes using
AV = 3.1E(B − V ), where E(B − V ) = 0.09 mag [8], and filter extinction
ratios are from the Spanish Virtual Observatory Filter Profile Service [9, 10].

In Supplementary Figure 6 we present the PARSEC isochrones with the
derived location of the A2V star.

Filter Fν (µJy) Formal Fν,0 (µJy) Formal
error∗ error∗

WFPC3/F438W 1620.32 10.21 2274.64 14.3
WFPC3/F555W 1188.50 7.33 1556.61 9.6
WFPC3/F814W 560.27 3.29 654.18 3.8
NIRCam/F187N 130.43 4.65 135.77 4.84
NIRCam/F356W 50.78 5.31 51.67 5.41
MIRI/F770W 285.68 13.47 288.02 13.58
MIRI/F1130W 1445.32 2.46 1462.85 2.49
MIRI/F1280W 1362.75 5.85 1373.09 5.90
MIRI/F1800W 11344.60 20.93 11425.35 21.08
∗The actual error on this photometric measurements is likely
∗ closer to 5-10% of the flux values.

Supplementary Table 2 Measured (Fν) and dereddened (Fν,0) fluxes of the central
star. To convert to magnitudes: mag(AB) = −2.5 ∗ log10(Fν [in Jansky]) + 8.90
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a. HST F814W b. NIRCam F090W c. NIRCam F187N

d. NIRCam F212N e. NIRCam F356W f. MIRI F770W

g. MIRI F1130W h. MIRI F1280W i. MIRI F1800W

2 arcsec

Supplementary Figure 5 Sections of the JWST images zooming in on the central stars.
NIRCam F090W, F187N and F212N images are deconvolved with simulated PSFs. HST,
NIRCam F356W and MIRI images are not deconvolved. Note that the slight offset of
the positions of the central star in the F090W and F187N images is due to imperfect
deconvolution due to the nearby saturated star.

Extended structure of the central star

Supplementary Figure 7 demonstrates the extended structure of the central
star in the MIRI F1130W and F1800W band images. From the left to right
column, we see the central, the A-type star, an example of a saturated
star, and the simulated PSF. The images are oriented such that North is
145 degrees clockwise. An example image of a saturated star is from the Taran-
tula Nebula region, which was observed as a part of the first image program
(PID 2729). The coordinate of this saturated star is RA=05h38m33.61s and
Dec=−69d04m50.5s. The MIRI PSF is simulated based on Webb PSF software
version 1.1.0 (https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/jwst-mid-infrared-instrument/miri-
performance/miri-point-spread-functions). The top row shows the images, and
the second and third rows show radial profiles, which are sliced in horizontal
and vertical directions across the peak (blue lines). Dotted lines indicate the
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Supplementary Figure 6 PARSEC [11] isochrones with the location of the A2 V star.
The isochrones are labelled in order of descending age : 9, 8, 7, 6, 5.6, 5.3, 5, 4 in units of
108 yr. The dashed lines connect points of constant mass, labelled in solar units. The error
bar on the horizzontal axis is the temperature uncertainty given by Gaia, ±200 K. The error
bar on the vertical axis is based on a conservative 0.25 mag error on the absolute magnitude.

data points that are strongly affected by other factors, such as bright neigh-
bouring stars or detector saturation. The central star is mildly saturated in the
F1800W image, with data quality flags of about 5—8 pixels across the peak,
so that the data within the 10 pixels from the peak of the central star are plot-
ted as dotted lines. On the central star radial profiles of F1800W, green lines
demonstrate the simulated radial profile with 0.44 arcsec radius flat-intensity
‘disk’. This shows that the central star is extended at a scale of &0.8 arcsec.
In the radial profiles, the PSF is also plotted as an orange line, which has a
FWHM of 0.58 arcsec at F1800W.

Supplementary Figure 7 demonstrates that the central star is clearly
extended more than the PSF. On the central star radial profiles, green lines
demonstrate the radial profile with a 0.44 arcsec radius, flat-intensity ‘disk’.
In reality, the intensity gradually decreases radially, rather than a flat inten-
sity with a cliff edge, and the tailing of this gradual decrease continues beyond
0.4 arcsec.

Morpho-kinematic modelling

In Figure 3 we have presented the 3D morpho-kinematic reconstruction of the
ionised region of NGC 3132 using the interactive morpho-kinematic modelling
software Shape [12]. In addition to the new images from JWST, spectroscopic
reference data for the reconstruction are position-velocity diagrams from the
San Pedro Mártir Kinematic Catalogue of Galactic Planetary Nebulae ([13,
14]).

An assumption is made on the current velocity field in order to map the
Doppler-shift to a 3D position of that image element. We assume an overall
homologous velocity field [15], except locally for some protrusions (see below).
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Supplementary Figure 7 Demonstration of the extended structure of the central star
in the MIRI F1130W (top panel) and F1800W (bottom panel) band images. From the left
to right column, the central star, the A-type star, an example of a saturated star, and the
simulated PSF. The top row displays the images, and the second and third row show radial
profiles, which are sliced in the horizontal and vertical directions across the peak (blue
lines). Dotted lines indicate the data points strongly affected by other factors, such as bright
neighbouring stars or detector saturation for the F1800W image. In the radial profiles, the
PSF is also plotted as an orange line.The central star is clearly extended more than the
PSF. On the central star radial profiles of the F1800W image, the green line demonstrates
the radial profile of a 0.44 arcsec-radius, flat-intensity ‘disk’.
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The velocity field is 1 km s−1 arcsec−1. This value ensures that the cross-section
of the main shell is approximately circular. We estimate the uncertainty to be
of the order of 30%. Note that the stretching of the structures along the line
of sight is proportional to this value. In other words, the shape of the nebula
along the line of sight is linearly related to the component of the velocity
vector. This model of the inner ionised cavity supersedes or rather, completes,
the barrel or “diabolo” model [16] in view of more sensitive spectroscopy that
allowed us to detect the faint, and fast, closed ends of the ellipsoid along its
major axis, which is close to the line of sight.

In Supplementary Figure 8 we show the slit positions and resulting position-
velocity diagram (top row: observed, bottom row: simulated) reconstruction
with Shape. A 3D fly through the 3D volume can be found at this link. The
position-velocity diagrams in Supplementary Figure 8 are effectively 2D ren-
ditions of the spectral line shape as we move along the slit. The slit positions
are indicated.

In the final step of our morpho-kinematic model (Figure 3), we place two
complete shells of non-uniform, filamentary material around the central star
to match the observed size of the H2 halo. The inner shell ranges from 33 to
45 arcsec from the central star, and the second ranges from 60 to 70 arcsec.
These are illuminated through a partially opaque ellipsoid (approximately cor-
responding with the ellipsoid containing the ionised nebula) that has reduced
opacity around the poles and has an overall porous opacity.

At this point we are only interested in testing the possibility that the
opacity of the walls of the central cavity within which the exciting central star
resides, could be the cause of the overall emissivity distribution and features.
The central star is made to radiate as a blackbody. We have then used a
simple proxy for the various radiative processes that are at work here, i.e.,
isotropic scattering on dust. Since we expect dust to dominate the transport
of the exciting radiation, this is a reasonable first test, with the details being
irrelevant for this simple geometric simulation. A spherical density modulation
was also imposed with ad hoc spacing responding to the following modulation:
ρ/ρ0 = 0.3 + sin(0.8 r/arcsec)10 sin(1.4 r/arcsec)2. This generates the arch
pattern.

This type of painstaking morpho-kinematic modelling is critically depen-
dent on images at different wavelengths as well as spatially-resolved spec-
troscopy. On the basis of this type of data driven 3D model, we can now
understand structures first revealed by JWST such as the H2 halo and the
dusty central stars.
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